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Knowledge Management deliverables

“

Over the years, the organizations have amassed
a wealth of intellectual property (IP), solutions,
templates, and designs. By organizing these
resources in well-structured, searchable
electronic repositories, the best-practice
organizations make reusable IP available when
and how employees need it, allowing them to
customize and build on preexisting elements to
meet current needs.

”

Source: Putting Knowledge in the Flow of Work <research
report your
>. APQC
accelerate
ambition
(American Productivity & Quality Center), 2012.

Ecosystem of Advanced Technologies

Source: KM in the Era of Digital and Smart Technologies
accelerate your ambition
webinar recording on YouTube / AQPC, 2018

Knowledge Management per high-level content life cycle
management
(re)use generates new requirements

Business
Needs
- Enable
knowledge workers
to connect & share
CoI, CoP User
groups, Brown bag
sessions,
Knowledge Café,
etc.
- Capture &
manage explicit
knowledge to
create re-usable
information
products
- Develop criteria
for choosing what
to document:
policy & process,
problem resolution
documentation,
taxonomies, metaconcepts…

Capture
Harvest
Repackage
Create
Usually by content
owners, technical
/ domain writers
& editors +
- Naming
conventions
- Version control
- Document
control tables
inside doc.
- Unique
Document Identification
Number (UDIN)

Organize &
store
Solutioning, incl.
‘Taxonomy’ /
Information
architecture (IA)
to enable upload,
tag & publish per
- Content (text,
images, etc.)
- Context
(metadata tagging)
- Container
(discussion forum,
video, portal/site,
wiki, PDF, MS
Office, CSV file,
other per domain /
industry

Findability /
retrieval
Push & pull:
Banners & ‘new’
buttons, etc.
Channels (Teams)
Folder names
(and default
column settings)
Library views
Links
Menus
Navigation
Pre-defined
queries
Search options
Synonym lists
+ Passive & active
dissemination:

Consume /
use
Read
Edit
Save
Print
Respond /
Comment

Archive /
delete
Per content
type/s retention
policies

accelerate your ambition
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Types of controlled vocabularies

Source: ANSI/NISO Z39.19 – 2005-Guidelines for the Construction,
and
accelerate Format,
your ambition
Management of Monolingual Controlled Vocabularies

Taxonomy

“

If an organization wants to make it easier for
employees to find enterprise content, creating a
strong taxonomy is a good first step. Taxonomies
provide a multidimensional framework for classifying
and arranging content so that users can navigate to
items associated with specific topics, domains,
process steps, or applications. Taxonomies can also
supply clues and descriptive information that make
content easier to surface in response to search
queries.

”

Source: Connecting People to Content <research reportaccelerate
>. APQCyour
(American
ambition
Productivity & Quality Center).

Give ‘Context to Content and Container’
Not ‘physical format’
like MS Word or PDF
but rather the
‘business
document/object type,
e.g. an agenda or a
white paper.

This could be a theme
or a category from a
controlled vocabulary
/ taxonomy / term
set.
accelerate your ambition
Source: Guidelines for the Construction, Format, and Management
of Monolingual
Controlled Vocabularies / ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 (R2010)

“

Analysis of data from APQC's KM Capability
Assessment Tool reinforces the importance of people
and process capabilities in enterprise content
management. Specifically, the research points to two
characteristics associated with mature content
capabilities. The first is the existence of standard
workflows to guide content through its lifecycle from
creation or submission to its ultimate archival or
deletion. The second is the use of a standard taxonomy
or classification system to facilitate easy retrieval of
relevant resources.

”

Source: KM Capability Assessment Tool / by APQC (American
Productivity
&
accelerate
your ambition
Quality Center)
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Intranet ‘taxonomy’

accelerate your ambition

Source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/managed-metadata

Content management: taxonomies are used as metadata
Title
Team / ownership

Column headings, drop down
menu or other interface
function options - where does
it come from?

Document type
Information security classification
Subject matter expert
Primary theme / topic
Secondary theme / topic

‘Tangible’
knowledge
artefact

Service

Description
Link to video / related item
Organisation version control (as opposed to SP OOB)

+ other OOB (Out of the box) SharePoint metadata

accelerate
your ambition
Managed
metadata, i.e.

term sets in the SP Term Store

User interface example of how Document type terms
may be used on the to enable retrieval

Leverage metadata to render
user-friendly content retrieval
interfaces

Column headings, drop
down menu or other
interface function options
- where does it come
from?

accelerate your ambition
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SharePoint Term Store

= Group name

Terms in the term set

= term set
accelerate your ambition

Term Store (and term set/s) governance considerations
➢ Policy & procedure within context of the broader
organisational governance, especially the process to add,
change or deprecate terms (via template)
➢ Considerations:
• How it is used?
• Who uses it?
• Why and when it might be updated:
Ad hoc / monthly / weekly?
• Pro-active verification and eliciting more terms from the
organisation e.g. by the Communication team KM team
& other stakeholders:
• How is it updated and quality control process?
• Who updates it when, i.e. review schedule?
• Version tracking and archival considerations
➢ Establish & nurture a Content Owners / Managers User
Group

Faceted taxonomy - beware
• Don’t use titles as tags – the exceptions prove the rule
• Only use for large volumes / instances of items
• Keep ownership and externally standardized terms like
geographical names out of faceted terms – rather re-use
into term sets
Executive Mayor Policy Directives
Document type
Subject (not document type)
Approval status (not ownership)
accelerate your ambition

‘Screen grab’ of a Document type term set submission

‘Parent’ node

‘Child’ node

your ambition
When re-used into domain-specific terms sets, this 1st levelaccelerate
should drop
away to
make it easier to find the correct term to tag an item with.

Term store concept for Document types*
Re-used term sets appear inside the
term set where they are applied

Don’t create term
sets for a ‘perfect’
structure: only
create term sets as
per organisational
requirements.

accelerate your ambition
*incl. tags for video, recordings, etc.

Term sets can then be used to create SP content types >>>

Content types – illustrative for SharePoint Content Type Hub
SP Document
Content Type

< Name >
Base
Document
Content Type

<< ‘Minimum commonality’ metadata, incl. document
type tags, must cascade to all other content types.

HR Document
Content Type

Leadership
Development
Document
Content Type

SCM
Document
Content Type

Tender
Document
Content Type

City Manager
Document
Content Type

Meeting pack
Document
Content Type

Governance
Document
Content Type

Policy
Document
Content Type

accelerate your ambition

‘Screen grab’ of a content type specification

accelerate your ambition
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Knowledge Management per high-level content life cycle
management
(re)use generates new requirements

Business
Needs
- Enable
knowledge workers
to connect & share
CoI, CoP User
groups, Brown bag
sessions,
Knowledge Café,
etc.
- Capture &
manage explicit
knowledge to
create re-usable
information
products
- Develop criteria
for choosing what
to document:
policy & process,
problem resolution
documentation,
taxonomies, metaconcepts…

Capture
Harvest
Repackage
Create
Usually by content
owners, technical
/ domain writers
& editors +
- Naming
conventions
- Version control
- Document
control tables
inside doc.
- Unique
Document Identification
Number (UDIN)

Organize &
store
Solutioning, incl.
‘Taxonomy’ /
Information
architecture (IA)
to enable upload,
tag & publish per
- Content (text,
images, etc.)
- Context
(metadata tagging)
- Container
(discussion forum,
video, portal/site,
wiki, PDF, MS
Office, CSV file,
other per domain /
industry

Findability /
retrieval
Push & pull:
Banners & ‘new’
buttons, etc.
Channels (Teams)
Folder names
(and default
column settings)
Library views
Links
Menus
Navigation
Pre-defined
queries
Search options
Synonym lists
+ Passive & active
dissemination:

Consume /
use
Read
Edit
Save
Print
Respond /
Comment

Archive /
delete
Per content
type/s retention
policies

accelerate your ambition

accelerate your ambition

Benefits of standardisation of organisational language
Standardisation of organisational language leads self-organizing and clustering
of terminology. Glossaries, terminology lists, schema and taxonomies are typical
products of such initiatives. These knowledge products are used in a myriad of
ways, including for navigation and as metadata in systems. The benefits extend
beyond culture to support employee productivity and knowledge management.
When classification schemas are used as term sets, especially managed
metadata, it supports the broader ECM practice of any organisation.
The below statement by Bradley P. Allen, Elsevier Chief Architect, at the Dublin
Core 2016 conference provides a good technical summary of the value of
metadata:

“

While the user experience of discovery has come to be
dominated by search engines such as Google, metadata standards
are pervasive in the infrastructure of content curating and
management, and underpins search infrastructure.

”

age: accelerate your ambition

Source: The role of metadata in the second machine
http://dcevents.dublincore.org/IntConf/dc-2016/paper/view/464/534

Prepare for the future – it’s here already!
Update and maintain the ‘building blocks’ that will always be required for enhancements
and for information visualization, artificial intelligence (AI) type solutions and applications,
e.g.:
➢ Review and update ‘as-is’ and ‘to-be’ process and procedure documentation
➢ Document the required data requirements per process, incl.:
a. Identify and document metadata
b. Identify and document master data and reference data
➢ Document the context of the artefact types associated with each process, e.g.
documents, scanned records, images, etc. (potential workflow attachments) related to
each process (described in terms of metadata to ensure correct identification of record
artefacts and subsequent life-cycle management of these items), e.g.:
• Document the business rules, e.g. retention period, other regulatory or policy
provisions, operational or logistical requirements, etc. required for the type of
artefact
• Sign-off requirements
• Security status indicator, e.g. Public use, Internal use only, Confidential, Secret
• Access control requirements
• Review Active directory (AD) and other security groups to ensure permissions can
be handled per group (as opposed to individual person)
accelerate
your
ambition
• Define checkpoints for audit and e-Discovery purposes (incl.
technical
metadata,
etc.)

Questions or comments?

accelerate your ambition
retha.prinsloo@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/retha-prinsloo-1316271/
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